Host SM_Rascal says:
The crew of the two runabouts has been travelling for over four days now, and are nearing the target system. Radio silence is in effect.

Host SM_Rascal says:
<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Tal-War mission arc 'Through the mist' - Part 2 >>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::sitting at the operations console on the Yser::

OPS_B`lee says:
@ACO: We're on approach to the system, Commander...

AMO_Kedi says:
#::looks down at her shoes:: CMO: Brock!

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Sitting in the habitat module, doing some meditation::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
::In the pilots seat following the course that was set in a parallel course with the Yser::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::Nods at B'lee:: CTO: Anything on sensors?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::sits patiently studying the crew as they work::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: sitting at tac console watching sensors carefully::

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: Yes Kiz?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::shrugs:: ACO: No sir ... nothing unusual.

AMO_Kedi says:
#CMO: Come here and tell me is these shoes go with this outfit, please. ::purrs::

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Do you have anything on sensors?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Right on course, no problems so far.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Finishes his meditations, gets up and heads to the bridge::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::glances at Bost'k, suspecting that he's learned how to sleep with his eyes open::

CMO_Brock says:
#::sighs:: AMO: Two things. First, you always look great. Second, this isn't the time for that.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CSO*: Have you found the ship we are looking for?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Nothing on sensors yet.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: nothing on sensors sir

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Enters the bridge, looking for an unoccupied console::

AMO_Kedi says:
#::rolls her eyes and takes her shoes off:: CMO: I could just go naked you know

CMO_Brock says:
#::nods to the CSO:: CNS: Counselor, quite a group we have here, wouldn't you say?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::sees Evirra enter the cockpit and squirms slightly:: CTO: Didn't I tell you to take out the trash....

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: Oh no you don't!

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: On long range sensors 15 minutes to arrival sir.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::has a look of pure interest as he studies the AMO, and notices the CMO speak to him:: CMO: Yessss, I would agree.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::looks at B'lee for his coment, knowing he was implying Evirra::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: i tried but it's stuborn

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::hears the CSO:: *CSO*: Thank you.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::smiles sweetly at Llewellyn:: Evirra: Good morning, Lieutenant ... sleep well?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: sir there are minor faults in the space/time continuum, increasing as we approach the system

CMO_Brock says:
#::adjusts his hood:: CSO: Looks like we made good time.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: Sir sensors detect a anomoly in the space /time continuum and it is increasing as we get closer to the ship sir.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@OPS: You have the coordinates for the breen vessel on screen? ::nods an acknoledgment of Evirra's presence, then frowns as she hears the CTO::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: do the faults have anything to do with the cargo?

AMO_Kedi says:
#::sighs and rummages around and finally finds some shoes that match her outfit and she walks back into the main area of the runabout:: CMO: Brock, is this okay?

OPS_B`lee says:
@ACO: Aye ... changing course. ::adjusts the course to intercept the Breen vessel thinking it sure better be offline when they arrive::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CSO*: Can you map these faults out so that we can avoid them or are the all around the ship?

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: Those are fine. Goes great with your outfit.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: do you want me to power up weapons and raise shields sir?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::chuckles at the AMO:: AMO: They do look fine.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::signals the Maas of the course change::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
::nods at the CTO::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: It is increasing in numbers like it was fractured or something, will take a deeper scan of the anomolies, sir. ::Begins to focus scans on the anomolues::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CMO*: We're raising shields and powering up over here, you might want to do the same.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: powers up phasers and raises shields::  CO: i see the Breen ship on sensors now sir.

Lt_Evirra says:
::Takes a seat behind a small wall console, then turns to the CTO:: CTO: I honestly don't know.

CMO_Brock says:
#*ACO*: Affirmative. We are on it. ::nods to the CSO to make it so.::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@ CTO: Good work. ::smiles at him:: Keep your eyes out for hostiles....

AMO_Kedi says:
#::perks her ears and looks at the CNS, her eyes go wide for a moment and she takes a step back. CMO: Uhhh, Brock, I'll just...sit over here. ::finds a seat near Brock and watches the rest of the crew::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: you do know what we're coming out here for don't you?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: Yes sir it will be difficult but i believe we can do it will send the course correction, also the Breen ship is now on sensors. ::Sends the new plotted course to the Yser::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: aye sir. :: keeps an eye on sensors::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::chuckles and makes a mental note of the AMO's reaction::

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: Care to take tactical?

Lt_Evirra says:
@CTO: Yes, I do. But at the same time, I can't tell you.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@ OPS: Get that plot course to avoid the time faults,.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::receives the plotted course from Asmosdeius and inputs it::

OPS_B`lee says:
@ACO: Done...

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#::Pilots the shuttle around the anomolies::

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::smiles watching B'lee's fingers dance on the console:: OPS: Good.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::nods to the CMO:: CMO: I would be glad to. ::as he sits he gives the CMO a "go to heck look" and powers up shields::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: The Breen ship is the center of the anomolies sir.

CMO_Brock says:
#::raises his eyebrows:: CNS: There a problem?

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CSO*: Is there anyway to avoid them completely?

AMO_Kedi says:
#::leans back in her seat and puts her headphones over her ears, turning on her music::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::is slowly distracted from his work:: CMO: Excussssse me?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: Checking sir but it doesn't look like we will be able to get the shuttles in with out coming into contact with those things, sir.

Host SM_Rascal says:
@ACTION: One of the detected ripples in space/time shifts, violently displacing the runabout Yser 2 million kilometers to starboard.

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: Just trying to learn your facial expressions and body language, Counselor.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CSO*: How close can we get? It is with in transporter range? ::feels the turbulance:: Oh... woah....

OPS_B`lee says:
@::is jolted as they come into contact with a space/time ripple and watches as his console starts flashing warning indicators:: All: Whoa!

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: jerks in the apropriate direction::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Sir we lost the Yser, they took a hit from one of the anomolies and disappeared sir.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::grabs on to her chair::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#::Scans for the Yser::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Rocks in his seat, grabbing the console, while the Yser starts making violent moves::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::boosts power to shields::

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Find them! I want to know where they are.  And keep us away from those anomalies.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::looks out the window:: ACO: Where'd the Maas go?

AMO_Kedi says:
#::hums along to her music::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Found them sir they are 2 million kilometers to starboard now sir.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::looks outside:: OPS: I don't know... full reverse....

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: keeps one eye on sensors::  OPS: i don't like this at all

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Good. Keep up the good work.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::decides he should probably drop from warp before going into full reverse and does so::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#::Tries to maintain a safe distance from the anomolies::

CMO_Brock says:
#*ACO*: Everyone okay?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: according to sensors we've been knocked 2 million km starboard

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@ CTO/OPS: Oh ok... is the Maas still here?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::lays in an intercept course to the Maas' location:: CTO: Ah ... good, I was afraid I was going to have console Kiz's family on her loss. Particularly her sisters.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: they were unaffected by the 'wave' sir

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::laughs as the OPS officer wouldn't be too sad about that kind of humanitarian aid::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: Another ripple hits the Yser, this time far more powerful. The vessel is catapulted back towards it's original position and artificial gravity is knocked out.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CMO*: We're still here.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#:: Thinks this is worse then playing dodge ball against a hundred apponents, as he continues to dodge the anomolies::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: she has sisters!?  i wonder why she hasn't introduced us yet?

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@*CMO*: Oh no... maybe not.... ::feeling the next ripple::

OPS_B`lee says:
@::sees the Maas off their port bow as they take another jolt:: ACO: Umm ... Commander?

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Grabs his console again, when the Yser starts moving violently again::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: is floating::

CMO_Brock says:
#*ACO*: Excellent. We are ---- CSO: Where did they go?

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::senses the worry from B'lee:: OPS: Yes? ::looks concerned herself::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: They got hit again sir. They are back to their original course and location.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: the Mass is back by us sir

OPS_B`lee says:
@All: If we hit one of these ripples just right we're going to end up colliding with the Maas...

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::while he eyes the tactical console he also eyes the AMO::

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Shifts his grip from the console to the seat as he doesn't feel any gravity anymore::

AMO_Kedi says:
#::looks out the window:: CSO/CMO/CNS: The other ship's back guys.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#*ACO*: I think this is as close as we can get without getting touched by those things sir.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@OPS: Can we stop? Or...

CTO_Bost`k says:
@All: i suggest we and the Mass spread out a bit more

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: How close can we get without running into one of those anamalies?

OPS_B`lee says:
@ACO: All stop? Sure... ::intiates all stop::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::looks confused:: CMO: I ssssugesssst we find a way to ussse the wavesss to our advantage.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@*CSO*: do you know what's causing this yet?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: 25 metes sir.

AMO_Kedi says:
#::sighs and rolls her eyes and sits up on her chair and starts waving to the other ship::

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Is that close enough to use the transporters?

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Yes sir.

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: See if you can figure out how each of those anamolies will react to our shuttle.

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: you couldn't get the gravity back online could you?

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Get us as close as we can. Then prepare to use the transporters.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Sir with us here this close we seem to havce fewer anomolies then we did as we approached the ship sir.

Host SM_Rascal says:
@ACTION: Another ripple passes just underneath the Yser, throwing it upwards for just a second. Cmdr Llewellyn gets launched onto the ceiling, hard...

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::looks confused:: CMO: Letsss just try all of them and ssssee where we go.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: We are within 24 meters sir.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
::desperately holding on to her chair:: @ OPS: Try to figure out a new course -- :;loses her grip and slams against the ceiling::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@CO: sir, are you ok?

AMO_Kedi says:
#::looks confused:: CMO: Brock, the other ship just started jumping.

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: No thanks. I'd rather not.

Lt_Evirra says:
@::Is glad he was still hanging onto his seat, then sees the ACO fly through the air::

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Good. Start scanning the ship. See what you can find.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::is unconscious, mutters::

OPS_B`lee says:
@ACO: Aye sir ... new course, heading 280 mark 3. ::sets course and takes them in the direction he feels is best::

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: Again? Those poor people.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::grins:: CMO: I ssssugessst we get those "people" out of there.

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: Raise them on the com and see if they are okay.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::jumps up from the helm:: ACO: Commander?! ::goes to her to help her up::

AMO_Kedi says:
#::eyes big:: CMO: Is that gonna happen to us? ::nods and hops into the seat between the CMO and CNS and begins working the controls::  *OPS*: B'lee is everything okay over there or do you like being a mexican jumping runabout?

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::lays limp in B'lee's arms, but breathing::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: how is she?

OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: She's alive ... take the helm. ::tries to examine her injuries::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#::Sends a new safer cousre for the Yser to follow to the Yser::

CMO_Brock says:
#AMO: No it won't happen to us. ::hopes it won't::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@:: goes over and takes the helm::

Host SM_Rascal says:
ACTION: As the runabouts close in on the Breen ship, the violent ripples make place for less violent, but constant, mild vibrations.

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::sees the AMO come and sit next to him, he lets a shiver out and smiles to her::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: should i contact the CMO?

AMO_Kedi says:
#*OPS*:B'lee? You alive?

OPS_B`lee says:
@CTO: Tell Brock what's going on ... we'll need him over here. ::carries the XO back to the habitat module::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@OPS: will do.  *CMO*: the CO is hurt quite badly by the looks of it. we could do with medical assistance.

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: Anything on that breen ship?

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::intesifies scans to determine weither the waves are directly from the ship itself or not:: CMO: Working on it...

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: did you say that transporters will damage the cargo?

OPS_B`lee says:
@::lays the XO onto the bed in the habitat module and finally has his hands free to activate his combadge:: *MO*: I'm fine, Kedi, but I'm busy. Commander Llewelyn's been hurt.

CMO_Brock says:
#*CTO*: Have Ens. Williams have a look at her and report his findings to me.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Should I transport over to the Breen ship and see what their is, sir?

AMO_Kedi says:
#*OPS*:Oh, okay. Be good B'lee.

Host ACO_Llewellyn says:
@::lays on the bed, red hair splayed outward, an almost pleasent smile on her face::

CTO_Bost`k says:
@*CMO*: aye sir.      Williams: have a look at the CO and report to Brock.

AMO_Kedi says:
#::twitches her tail and glances over at the CNS::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::tries not to be distracted by the AMO:: CMO: The wavesss are aparantly random...but in a ring....ssssomewhat...around the sssship...

CMO_Brock says:
#CSO: Not yet. See what your scanners can pick up first. And check for atmosphere and lifesigns.

OPS_B`lee says:
@::sees Williams come into the module and leaves the ACO alone so that Williams can do his work as he returns to the cockpit::

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#::Gathers up a tricorder adn a phaser. Makes sure that the phaser is set to stun and heads back to his seat::

CMO_Brock says:
#CNS: Seems that whatever it is we are to pick up may be causing this. See what else you can find out.

Lt_Evirra says:
@CTO: Yes, they most likely will. It'd be better not to use them on the cargo.

CSO_Asmodeius says:
#CMO: Will do sir. ::Scans the Breen ship::

AMO_Kedi says:
#Self: I don't like this. It's creepy.

AMO_Kedi says:
#::shivers::

CNS_Kerrionshi says:
#::notices all of the movements of the crew, specificly the AMO:: AMO: Are you okay?

CTO_Bost`k says:
@Evirra: i'm not sure we can get close enough to dock with the breen ship. how are we going to get the cargo back?

AMO_Kedi says:
#CNS: This is just a little scary.

